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ABSTRACT
The quasar mode of active galactic nuclei (AGN) in the high-redshift Universe is routinely
observed in gas-rich galaxies together with large-scale AGN-driven winds. It is crucial to
understand how photons emitted by the central AGN source couple to the ambient interstellar
medium to trigger large-scale outflows. By means of radiation–hydrodynamical simulations
of idealized galactic discs, we study the coupling of photons with the multiphase galactic gas,
and how it varies with gas cloud sizes, and the radiation bands included in the simulations,
which are ultraviolet, optical, and infrared (IR). We show how a quasar with a luminosity of
1046 erg s−1 can drive large-scale winds with velocities of 102–103 km s−1 and mass outflow
rates around 103 M yr−1 for times of the order of a few million years. IR radiation is
necessary to efficiently transfer momentum to the gas via multiscattering on dust in dense
clouds. However, IR multiscattering, despite being extremely important at early times, quickly
declines as the central gas cloud expands and breaks up, allowing the radiation to escape
through low gas density channels. The typical number of multiscattering events for an IR
photon is only about a quarter of the mean optical depth from the centre of the cloud. Our
models account for the observed outflow rates of ∼500–1000 M yr−1 and high velocities
of ∼103 km s−1, favouring winds that are energy driven via extremely fast nuclear outflows,
interpreted here as being IR radiatively driven winds.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Galaxy formation and evolution is highly non-linear and poses sig-
nificant challenges to our current understanding of the Universe.
One particular issue is the relation between the mass function of
dark matter haloes, provided by theoretical models, and the lu-
minosity function of galaxies, given by observations and usually
fit by a Schechter (1976) function. By assuming that stellar mass
follows halo mass, we are left with a theoretical prediction that
leads to excessive numbers of galaxies at both the low-mass and
the high-mass ends. Thus, some mechanisms have been advocated
to regulate the baryon budget in galaxies. Feedback is likely an
important mechanism, operating within galaxies and driving large-
scale outflows, removing the star-forming gas and/or preventing
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further infall. Feedback from stars, especially from supernovae, is
assumed to impact the low end of the observational stellar luminos-
ity function, by influencing star formation (e.g. Dekel & Silk 1986;
Mac Low & Klessen 2004; McKee & Ostriker 2007) driving turbu-
lence (e.g. Joung & Mac Low 2006; Agertz et al. 2009; Tamburro
et al. 2009) and generating galactic scale outflows (e.g. Springel &
Hernquist 2003; Oppenheimer & Davé 2006). Since the supernova-
driven outflows become less effective as galaxies and haloes grow
in mass (e.g. Dubois & Teyssier 2008), the growth of supermassive
black holes (BHs) accelerates once the supernova-driven large-scale
outflows are hindered (above M∗ > 109 M; Dubois et al. 2015;
Bower et al. 2016; Habouzit, Volonteri & Dubois 2016). Therefore,
efficient feedback in high-mass galaxies is thought to be provided
by active galactic nuclei (AGN) hosting supermassive BHs (e.g.
Magorrian et al. 1998; Hu 2008; Kormendy, Bender & Cornell
2011). Gas accretion on to a BH leads to energy release capable of
driving outflows that regulate star formation and the local baryonic
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content (Silk & Rees 1998), hence regulating the BH growth and
that of the surrounding galaxy (Kormendy & Ho 2013).
The two main modes of AGN feedback identified so far are
the so-called radio-mode (radiatively inefficient) powered by me-
chanical jets, and the radiatively efficient quasar-mode powered
by photons that couple to the gas and transfer their momentum
to it. Several studies have examined the effects of these different
modes in cosmological hydrodynamical (HD) simulations (e.g. Di
Matteo, Springel & Hernquist 2005; Sijacki et al. 2007; Di Mat-
teo et al. 2008; Booth & Schaye 2009; Dubois et al. 2012) and
also on smaller galaxy scales (e.g. Proga, Stone & Kallman 2000;
Ostriker et al. 2010; Wagner & Bicknell 2011; Nayakshin & Zubo-
vas 2012; Gabor & Bournaud 2014), and have highlighted the capac-
ity of regulating the baryon content of galaxies with AGN feedback.
The general findings of these HD simulations and also of semi-
analytical models (e.g. Bower et al. 2006; Croton et al. 2006) are
that AGN feedback suppresses star formation in massive galaxies,
reproduces the observed high-end tail of the galaxy mass function,
and is largely responsible for the morphological transformation of
massive galaxies into ellipticals.
Although the picture of supermassive BHs exerting strong feed-
back on their host galaxies is very attractive, the details of the
mechanism remain vague, primarily because the implementation of
the BH feedback in these studies relies on subgrid recipes in pure
HD simulations. The implementations in these studies vary slightly,
but in most cases, quasar feedback is approximated by depositing
thermal energy within the resolution element, with the efficiency
of the radiation–gas coupling represented by a single parameter
chosen to match global observations of BH mass–bulge velocity
dispersion (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000). This is the quasar mode
of AGN feedback implemented in recent ∼100 Mpc state-of-the-
art HD cosmological simulations such as Horizon-AGN (Dubois
et al. 2014), Illustris (Vogelsberger et al. 2014), MassiveBlack-II
(Khandai et al. 2015), or Eagle (Schaye et al. 2015).
In reality, this subgrid model of quasar feedback hides com-
plex physics. There is a general consensus that photons emitted
from a thin accretion disc surrounding the BH (Shakura & Sunyaev
1973) will effectively couple to the surrounding interstellar medium
(ISM) and eventually drive a large-scale wind. These radiatively
driven winds are not necessarily simply momentum-conserving
with ṗ  L/c (as proposed by King 2003), where ṗ is the momen-
tum input rate, L is the bolometric luminosity of the source, and c
is the speed of light, as opposed to energy conserving, where the
momentum of the gas builds up from the pressure work of the gas,
hence, ṗ  L/c (Silk & Rees 1998; Faucher-Giguère & Quataert
2012; Zubovas & King 2012). For example, observations by Cicone
et al. (2014) show outflows with mechanical advantages of a few
tens, where the mechanical advantage is defined as the ratio between
ṗ and L/c. Recent observations of fast (>103 km s−1) molecular
outflows from AGN favour energy-conserving winds from the nu-
clear accretion disc (Feruglio et al. 2015; Tombesi et al. 2015) as do
recent multiphase simulations discussed below (e.g. Costa, Sijacki
& Haehnelt 2014).
Alternate approaches to simple internal energy input have been
implemented, where the gas close to the BH is explicitly given a
momentum input rate of L/c multiplied by a factor of a few (De-
buhr et al. 2010; Debuhr, Quataert & Ma 2011; Choi et al. 2012,
2014; Barai et al. 2014; Costa et al. 2014; Zubovas & Nayakshin
2014; Hopkins et al. 2016). However, simulations show contradic-
tory results regarding the plausibility of regulating the BH growth
and impact on the baryon content of the galaxy using momentum-
driven winds. While Costa et al. (2014, see also Barai et al. 2014)
advocate an energy-conserving wind to significantly affect the
galaxy and its surroundings, Choi et al. (2012) show that their
momentum feedback drives faster winds than their energy feedback
model. Since quasar-driven winds are powered by the complex cou-
pling of photons with the gas, it becomes timely to improve our
current understanding of the transfer of momentum and energy
from AGN-emitted radiation to the ISM by means of radiation-
hydrodynamical (RHD) simulations. In such RHD simulations, the
emission, absorption, and propagation of photons and their inter-
action with the gas are self-consistently followed. Detailed RHD
simulations should help to improve our understanding in how the
quasar radiation couples to the gas, in particular via the coupling of
infrared (IR) radiation to dust, and how powerful quasar winds are
eventually driven. Therefore, RHD simulations can provide better
subgrid models for large-scale cosmological simulations.
RHD simulations of quasar feedback on galactic scales have
become feasible (e.g. Ciotti & Ostriker 2007, 2012; Kim et al. 2011;
Novak, Ostriker & Ciotti 2012) and allow one to measure how much
of the radiation momentum is transferred to the gas. These studies
manage to resolve important physics involving the variability of the
AGN (the duty cycle). RHD simulations also show how a strong
radiation source at the centre of a galaxy affects the surrounding
ISM. Ciotti & Ostriker (2007, 2012) and Novak et al. (2012) show
that, for elliptical gas-poor galaxies, the momentum input rate very
rarely exceeds L/c due to the low opacity of dust to the re-radiated
IR and the destruction of dust in high-temperature environments,
which in turn limits the amount of momentum the radiation can
transfer to the gas. Note that these studies investigate the effect of
radiation from a BH at the centre of an elliptical galaxy. Thus, they
do not directly study the problem of high-redshift galaxies but rather
investigate the effect on the galaxy in a later phase at low redshift
when the galaxy is passively evolving, and where the accretion on
the central BH is fuelled by stellar mass losses. Kim et al. (2011)
simulate the evolution of a high-redshift galaxy with radiation from
the BH; however, the IR radiation has not been considered in this
work, and, hence, the impact of radiation into the gas is probably
underestimated. Similarly in Roos et al. (2015), the effect of the
ultraviolet (UV) photoheating only from a central quasar (treated
in post-processing) has very little impact on the evolution of a gas-
rich isolated disc galaxy. The IR radiation is potentially important
because in optically thick gas it is constantly absorbed by dust and
re-emitted, and hence can give several times its momentum LIR/c
to the dust up to the dust optical depth τ IR = gκ IR, where g
is the gas surface density and κ IR is the dust opacity. It can create
radiation pressure-driven winds where the momentum input rate
exceeds the momentum flux of the source by one or two orders
of magnitude, mimicking the effect of an energy-driven wind. Star
clusters in starburst galaxies can easily reach values of τ IR = 10–100
(see fig. 3 of Agertz et al. 2013), possibly explaining the observed
energy-conserving winds in high-redshift quasars.
High-resolution HD simulations of the AGN jet feedback (e.g.
Bicknell et al. 2000; Sutherland & Bicknell 2007; Antonuccio-
Delogu & Silk 2010; Wagner & Bicknell 2011; Gaibler et al. 2012)
have shown that a clumpy interstellar structure results in interactions
between the jet and the gas that differ from those in simulations with
a homogeneous ISM. It is hence expected that multiphase ISM prop-
erties also affect the momentum transfer from the radiation to the
gas. Modelling a clumpy interstellar structure might be even more
important when considering photons, as low-density gas can trace
escape paths in which the radiation–matter interaction is reduced be-
cause the radiation field is not fully trapped. Also, it is expected that
as the radiation is sweeping up the dense gas, low-density channels
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form and photons start to escape along these preferred directions,
lowering the mechanical advantage (Krumholz & Thompson 2012,
2013; Davis et al. 2014; Rosdahl & Teyssier 2015).
The aim of this paper is to quantify the coupling of quasar radi-
ation with a clumpy ISM and to study how photons (UV, optical,
and IR) can drive powerful winds using RHD simulations. Since
radiation–gas coupling depends on the clumpiness of the gas, we
consider a two-phase (see McKee & Ostriker 2007) fractal ISM at
pc-scale resolution. We investigate the momentum budget associ-
ated with the dispersion of the clouds in the galaxy and its depen-
dence on different cloud sizes, filling factors, quasar luminosities,
and energy bands of the quasar spectrum.
In Section 2, we describe our suite of RHD simulations. Our
results are presented in Section 3. Section 4 is a discussion of
the caveats of our methods and setup. Section 5 provides the final
conclusions.
2 M E T H O D S
We perform a suite of simulations using RAMSES-RT, an RHD exten-
sion of the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code RAMSES (Teyssier
2002). We model quasar-emitted radiation interacting with a sur-
rounding multiphase ISM, in order to study how efficiently radiation
couples to the gas within the galaxy.
2.1 Initial gas density distribution
We set up a gaseous disc with a two-phase ISM in pressure equilib-
rium, with a uniform hot phase with temperature T ∼ 106 K, and
a cold T ∼ 1–104 K phase that is uniform on large scales, but very
clumpy on small scales. Our ISM setup is described in detail in
Wagner, Umemura & Bicknell (2013), which followed work done
by Sutherland & Bicknell (2007) investigating the interaction of an
AGN jet with a non-uniform ISM.
The density field for the cold phase is homogeneous on large
scales, i.e. there is no radial density gradient, but it is very clumpy
on small scales: it follows a single-point lognormal distribution and
two-point fractal statistics. In a lognormal distribution, the logarithm
of the ISM density is a Gaussian, with mean m and variance s2.
With P(ρ) being the lognormal probability distribution of the mass
density ρ, one can write
























where μ and σ 2 are the mean and the variance of the linear density
field. In the simulations presented here, we adopt μ = 1 and σ 2 =
5, identically to what has been used by Wagner & Bicknell (2011).
These values are in agreement with ranges found by Fischera, Dopita
& Sutherland (2003) and Fischera & Dopita (2004), observing the
column density distribution in a turbulent ISM. The variance in
equation (2) gives a measure of how concentrated the mass is within
the density cores, or, conversely, the fraction of the volume within
the low-density regions. With these values, gas densities below
the mean μ encompass one-quarter of the mass and occupy three-
quarters of the volume of the simulated disc. For further discussion
of the adopted values, we refer to Bicknell et al. (2000).
We define F (k) to be the Fourier transform of the density ρ(r),
where k and r are the wavenumber and position vectors, respec-
tively. The two-point structure of a homogeneous turbulent medium




k2F (k)F ∗(k) d. (3)
The power-spectrum is proportional to a power law with index
−5/3 in order to reproduce the spectrum driven by Kolmogorov
turbulence. The Fourier transform of the density ρ is proportional to
the turbulent field usually described by the velocity vector (Warhaft
2000). We follow Wagner & Bicknell (2011) and adopt a standard
Kolmogorov power spectrum for our non-uniformly distributed gas
within the disc.
We want to stress that our initial setup is stationary and hence
does not capture the actual ISM turbulence (see Kritsuk, Norman
& Wagner 2011 and references therein). We rather parametrize the
non-uniform properties of a generic turbulent medium and focus on
characteristics such as the variance of the gas density σ 2 and the two-
point self-similar power-law structures, and hence rely on a range
of previous experimental and theoretical results from the field of
turbulence. The initial distribution of the ISM that we adopt should
therefore be regarded as a physically motivated generalization of
an inhomogeneous ISM, while it may not necessarily represent an
accurate model of a turbulent ISM.
The density distribution is set up via an iterative process, de-
scribed first by Lewis & Austin (2002), where we have adapted
the PYFC package (Wagner & Bicknell 2011) to our needs (mainly
parallelized part of the code in order to have a smaller minimum
sampling wavenumber). Our density field simultaneously follows
lognormal single-point statistics (see equation 1) and a Kolmogorov
power-law self-similar structure in wavenumber with index −5/3
and minimum sampling wavenumber kmin. In real space, the min-
imum sampling wavenumber determines the scale of the largest
fractal structure in the cube relative to the size of the cube. Effec-
tively, it is the average number of clouds per dimension divided by 2.
For example, in one setup of our simulation, we used kmin = 5 kpc−1
for a cube mapped to a disc with a diameter of d = 3 kpc. Then the
largest structures (clouds) extend to Rc, max = 3/(2 kmin) = 300 pc.
Finally, we place the cube into the RAMSES simulation domain by
reading each density value within the cube and placing it into a cell
of the RAMSES grid. Here, the resolution of the generated cube does
not necessarily need to be the resolution of the smallest cell within
the RAMSES simulation box. In order to obtain a cylindrical shape
resembling a galaxy, the density cube is filtered, in the xy-plane, by
a symmetric flat mean density profile with mean cold phase density
〈nw〉 and radius r = 1.5 kpc, and in the z-plane the density cube is
filtered by a step function with height h = 0.3 kpc. The porosity of
the ISM arises by imposing a temperature roof Troof above which
the gas is defined to be in the hot phase. The mean density of the
cold ISM phase is chosen such that the total mass of the cold phase
is ∼2 × 1010 M and is around 500 H cm−3. The roof temperature
is around 50 K for the different simulations.
In our simulations, clouds are initially in pressure equilibrium
with the surrounding hot phase, where the pressure is set to be
P ∼ 7 × 10−12 Pa. For the hot phase, whose temperature is fixed at
Th ∼ 107 K, the density is constant and set as nH,h = 0.01 H cm−3
for all the simulations, while the initial metallicity is set to zero. The
cold gas is initialized with solar metallicity. With these values and
with a disc radius of 1.5 kpc and thickness of 0.15 kpc, we simulate
MNRAS 464, 1854–1873 (2017)
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a typical compact, gas-rich, high-redshift galaxy (e.g. Daddi et al.
2010; Genzel et al. 2010; Tacconi et al. 2010).
The density and pressure profiles of the hydrostatic environment
in a massive gas-rich protogalaxy are fairly flat under the gravi-
tational influence of the bulge and dark matter halo (assuming a
Navarro, Frenk & White 1996 profile; e.g. Capelo, Natarajan &
Coppi 2010). Hence this justifies the uniform hot phase distribution
adopted in our simulation.




where Vcold is the volume of the cold phase and Vtot the total cylin-
drical volume of the region in which the density is distributed.
Since the minimum sampling wavenumber relates to the largest
fractal structure in the cube, we will hereafter, respectively, refer
to the simulations with kmin = 30 kpc−1, 5 kpc−1, and 1 kpc−1 as
smallC (smallest clouds), medC (medium clouds), and bigC (biggest
clouds). For our simulations, we chose a mean cold phase density
〈nw〉 of 508, 503, and 435 H cm−3 for the smallC, medC, and bigC
simulations, respectively. Additionally, we chose roof temperatures
of 43, 70, and 70 K for the smallC, medC, and bigC simulations,
respectively.
2.2 Radiation hydrodynamics
Among the possible RHD implementations that are both helpful for
cosmological and galaxy-scale simulations (e.g. Petkova & Springel
2009; Krumholz, Klein & McKee 2011; Pawlik & Schaye 2011;
Wise & Abel 2011; Jiang, Stone & Davis 2012; Skinner & Ostriker
2013), we chose RAMSES-RT (Rosdahl et al. 2013; Rosdahl & Teyssier
2015), implemented in the RAMSES (Teyssier 2002) AMR HD code,
to model the interaction of radiation from the central BH with the
galaxy’s interstellar gas. The evolution of the gas is computed using
a second-order unsplit Godunov scheme for the Euler equations. We
use the HLLC Riemann solver (Toro, Spruce & Speares 1994) with
the MinMod total variation diminishing scheme to reconstruct the
interpolated variables from their cell-centred values. The RAMSES-RT
RHD extension to RAMSES self-consistently adds the propagation of
photons and their on-the-fly interaction with hydrogen and helium
via photoionization, heating, and momentum transfer, as well as
their interaction with dust particles via momentum transfer. The
advection of photons between grid cells is implemented with a
first-order moment method, whereas the set of radiation transport
equations is closed with the M1 relation for the Eddington tensor
(Rosdahl et al. 2013). The M1 closure relation (Levermore 1984)
can establish and retain bulk directionality of photon flows, and can
to some degree model shadows behind opaque obstacles.
The radiation is split into different photon groups, defined by
frequency bands. For each photon group, the radiation is described,
in each grid cell, by the radiation energy density (energy per unit
volume) and the bulk radiation flux (energy per unit area per unit
time), which corresponds to the radiation intensity integrated over
all solid angles. RAMSES-RT solves the non-equilibrium evolution
of the ionization fractions of hydrogen and helium, along with
photon fluxes and the gas temperature in each grid cell. For the
lowest energy IR group, the photons can give momentum to the
gas multiple times via absorption and re-emission. Higher energy
radiation groups are absorbed by dust and re-emitted (conserving
energy) into the IR group, but they can also interact with hydrogen
and helium via photoionization. We use a subgrid scheme to account
for the trapping of IR photons in regions where the mean free path
is smaller than the grid spacing. This scheme recovers the proper
asymptotic limit in the radiation diffusion regime (see Rosdahl &
Teyssier 2015 for a detailed discussion).
Since the Courant condition imposes that the time-step duration
(and therefore the computational load) scales inversely with the
speed of light c, we apply the so-called reduced speed of light
approximation (RSLA; see also Gnedin & Abel 2001; Rosdahl et al.
2013). The rationale for the RSLA is that as long as the radiation
travels faster than ionization fronts, the results of RHD simulations
are more or less converged with respect to the (reduced) speed of
light.
However, IR radiation is not photoionizing, so it is not obvious
whether a reduced speed of light produces converging results, es-
pecially when IR trapping becomes important. For our simulations,
we chose a reduced speed of light fraction cred/c = 0.2, leading to
cred ∼ 6 × 104 km s−1. We test our chosen reduced speed of light
by performing convergence tests in Appendix A but leave a detailed
discussion to a forthcoming paper.
We implement outflow boundary conditions, such that any matter
that leaves the simulation volume is lost to the system. We however
choose a sufficiently large simulation box size Lbox = 96 kpc to en-
sure negligible mass-loss. The simulation employs a coarse grid of
cell size Lbox/29 = 187 pc and allows up to five additional levels
of refinement, so that the smallest cell size is Lbox/214 = 5.9 pc.
The refinement is triggered with a quasi-Lagrangian criterion en-
suring that if the gas mass within a cell is larger than 80 M, a
new refinement level is triggered. We ensure that the entire disc
is maximally refined at the beginning of the simulation, leading to
∼107 cells initially at the maximum level of refinement. For con-
vergence studies, we have performed lower resolution runs with a
spatial resolution of 	x = 11.6 pc using a maximum of six levels
of additional refinement.
The gas in our simulations follows the equation of state for an
ideal monoatomic gas with an adiabatic index of γ = 5/3. To
keep our setup as simple as possible and only probe the effect of
radiation–matter coupling, we neglect gas cooling,1 star formation,
feedback from stars, and gravitational forces, but these effects will
be studied in future work. We discuss those caveats in Section 4.
2.3 Modelling the quasar
The spectrum of radiation from the central quasar is modelled using
a maximum of five photon groups, defined by the photon energy
bands listed in Table 1. The photons groups consist of one IR
group (0.01–1 eV), one optical group (‘Opt’ from 1–13.5 eV), and
three groups of ionizing UV photons, the first two (UV1 and UV2)
bracketed by the ionization energies of H I, He I, and He II, and
the third (UV3) extending from He II ionization to soft X-rays
(1 keV). For a given quasar luminosity, we split the spectral energy
distribution (SED) of a typical quasar, as calculated by Sazonov
et al. (2004) and shown in Fig. 1, into these five photon groups,
and the corresponding fractions of the quasar luminosity are given
in Table 1. Sazonov et al. calculated the typical quasar SED using
published AGN composite spectra in the optical, UV, and X-rays,
also considering the cosmic X-ray background and the contribution
of AGN to IR wavelengths, and the estimated local mass density of
BHs. Note that we do not model the hard X-ray energy band (E >
1 keV), where photons can heat (or cool) the gas to an equilibrium
temperature of ∼2 × 107 K through Compton (or inverse Compton)
scattering of electrons, but this happens at a very small distance from
1 Hence the only role of metals in our simulations is to set the dust opacities,
as shown by equation (5).
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Table 1. Properties of the photon groups used in the simulations. Columns are name; minimum and maximum
energies; cross-sections to ionization by H I, He I, and He II; dust opacity; luminosity fraction (from quasar
spectrum of Sazonov et al. 2004). The dust opacity κ̃ for each group scales with the gas metallicity κi = κ̃iZ/Z.
The luminosity fraction per photon group is used to calculate the designated energy from the quasar that goes into
each corresponding photo group.
Photon Emin Emax σH I σHe I σHe I κ̃ Energy
group (eV) (eV) (cm2) (cm2) (cm2) (cm2 g−1) fraction
IR 0.01 1. 0 0 0 10 0.300
Opt 1. 13.5 0 0 0 103 0.250
UV1 13.5 24.6 3.1 × 10−18 0 0 103 0.079
UV2 24.6 54.4 4.7 × 10−19 4.2 × 10−18 0 103 0.067
UV3 54.4 103 1.1 × 10−20 2.3 × 10−19 1.7 × 10−19 103 0.085
Figure 1. Broad-band spectrum of a typical quasar (adopted from Sazonov,
Ostriker & Sunyaev 2004). The shaded areas show the energy range of each
photon group: IR (red), optical (green), UV1 (blue), UV2 (yellow), and
UV3 (pink). In the plot, we show the fraction of the total energy going into
each photon group (per cent energy) as well as the energy per photon (Avg.
energy) within the groups. Note that we do not model the hard X-ray energy
band, which contributes 22 per cent to the total energy of the quasar.
the source, and hence, these photons have little overall impact on
the ISM (e.g. Ciotti & Ostriker 2012; Hopkins et al. 2016). The
ionization cross-sections σ (E) are taken from Verner et al. (1996).
For each photon group, the cross-sections are luminosity-weighted
averages over the energy interval, as described in Rosdahl et al.
(2013).
Dust opacities are important for calculating the momentum trans-
fer between the photons and the gas as it happens via scattering on
dust. Interstellar dust grains are destroyed, mostly by sputtering,
by shock-heated gas above temperatures of T ≥ 105 K (Draine &
Salpeter 1979, albeit the exact temperature and destruction time-
scale depend on the dust grain size). For this work, we modi-
fied the calculation of the dust opacity in RAMSES-RT to include
dust destruction by thermal sputtering when the gas temperature is
above a cutoff temperature Tcut = 105 K. This is necessary when
the source luminosity is sufficiently high to heat up the gas to very
high temperatures. The cutoff temperature for sputtering is weakly
dependent on density, an effect we ignore here. We did not in-
clude dust sublimation since RAMSES-RT does not follow the dust
temperature (which sublimes above 103 K) and leave this for future
work.
In our simulations the opacities for the different photon groups
are given by








We thus assume that the dust content simply scales with the metal-
licity of the gas below the cutoff temperature.
For the IR, we assume an opacity of κi =κIR =
10 (Z/Z) cm2 g−1, whereas for the higher energy photons (optical
and UV) we assume κi = 1000 (Z/Z) cm2 g−1, i.e. one hundred
times higher than of the IR. The chosen opacities are physically
motivated by a combination of observations and dust-formation
theory of the ISM and stellar nurseries (Semenov et al. 2003 for
the IR photons, and Li & Draine 2001 for higher energy radiation).
They are however uncertain by a factor of a few, due to model un-
certainties as well as the temperature dependence on the opacity,
which is ignored in our simulations. Past studies have used sim-
ilar values (e.g. Hopkins, Quataert & Murray 2011; Agertz et al.
2013; Roškar et al. 2014). The usual IR opacities are in the range
of κIR = 5–10 cm2 g−1 and hence our assumed IR opacity is at the
high end of what is usually considered.
Table 1 lists the values for the photon group energies, where
for each photon group, the energy intervals are between the lower
bound Emin and upper bound Emax. Also shown are the photoioniza-
tion cross-sections (σH I, σHe I, and σHe II) for hydrogen and helium,
calculated as described above, the dust-interaction opacities (κ̃i),
and fractions of total quasar luminosity emitted into each photon
group.
We have chosen two different quasar luminosities 1043 and
1046 erg s−1 for our simulations. The bolometric quasar luminosity
function (QLF) at redshift z = 3, compiled by Hopkins, Richards
& Hernquist (2007), shows that the chosen quasar luminosities are
very common and nicely bracket the QLF.
In this work, we explore the effect of an AGN radiation source
that is steady, isotropic, and located at the centre of the galaxy.
In reality, the quasar luminosity is proportional to its accretion
rate, which varies in time. Additionally, the BH can move around
the potential well of the dark matter halo and galaxy and hence
is not always exactly located at the centre of the galaxy. Usually,
a lower (higher) density environment around the BH results in a
lower (higher) luminosity of the quasar. Moreover, changing the
location of the BH changes the optical depth around the source,
as the encompassing density changes, which should alter the level
of coupling between the radiation and matter. For this reason, we
have ensured that the initial conditions for the density field are such
that the BH for the 1046 erg s−1 simulations is in the densest region
of the entire density distribution, while the initial conditions place
the lower luminosity source at an intermediate density. Aside from
this, the statistical properties (as discussed above) of the simulations
with both quasar luminosities are exactly the same. We have also
performed a simulation with a 1046 erg s−1 quasar surrounded by the
exact same density distribution as for the 1043 erg s−1 simulations
to assess the role of quasar luminosity independently of the density
around the quasar.
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Table 2. Simulation parameters: quasar luminosity (L), largest possible
cloud size (Rc, max), and the gas density (‘environment’) around the
quasar. If, for instance, the quasar environment is denoted with max the
quasar is placed into the cell within a maximum density. Additionally,
no suffix about the quasar position is used if the position of the quasar
is in a maximum density environment for the L46 simulation, or in a
medium density environment for the L43 simulation, respectively.
Simulation log L Rc, max Quasar
name (erg s−1) (kpc) environment
L46_smallC 46 0.05 max
L46_medC 46 0.3 max
L46_bigC 46 1.5 max
L46_bigC_medρQ 46 1.5 med
L46_bigC_minρQ 46 1.5 min
L43_smallC 43 0.05 med
L43_medC 43 0.3 med
L43_bigC 43 1.5 med
L43_bigC_maxρQ 43 1.5 max
In summary, the key model parameters used in the different sim-
ulations are the quasar luminosity, the radius of the largest fractal
structure, and the location of the quasar Table 2 summarizes the as-
signed and derived parameters that we used for our simulations and
Fig. 2 shows an example of the smallC, medC, and bigC cloud dis-
tributions, where the volume filling factor is kept at 50 per cent. We
have also performed simulations with a filling factor of 100 per cent,
but the results do not significantly change from those shown in the
paper.
3 R ESULTS
We now present our simulation results and examine the interplay of
the BH-emitted radiation with the surrounding gas, focusing on the
momentum transferred from the radiation on to the gas. We start
with a comparison of the effects of radiation on the galaxy for dif-
ferent cloud sizes for the more luminous L = 1046 erg s−1 source.
Then we investigate how the wind becomes radiatively driven. We
next compare the effects of different quasar positions relative to the
clouds, and end with a comparison of different quasar luminosities.
Additionally, we include in Appendix A a study of how the trans-
ferred momentum depends on the speed of light and conclude that
this approximation is a crucial component in recovering the correct
mechanical advantage from the radiation on to the gas for the first
few Myr.
3.1 Effects of different cloud sizes
We explore the impact of radiation on the gas clouds and velocity
evolution for galaxy discs with different cloud sizes. We focus here
on the L46 simulations, where the source is embedded into the
high-density environment of the clouds.
3.1.1 Qualitative effects of cloud sizes
In Fig. 2, we show maps of the gas density in the disc at
different times for the L46_smallC, L46_medC, and L46_bigC
simulations. Comparing the three different cloud sizes, we ob-
serve that the outflow is less symmetric for less uniform initial
conditions, i.e. larger clouds. For all the simulations, the radi-
ation from the central source destroys the encompassing high-
density cloud hosting the source before reaching a lower den-
sity environment. The ionized outflow generated by the radiation
pushes the gas out into the circumgalactic medium through the
lower density channels, which are more prominent with larger
clouds.
Until the cloud is destroyed, the source is surrounded by a high-
density environment where the optical depth is sufficiently high
for the IR radiation to boost the momentum transfer to the gas.
Once the radiation manages to destroy the central cloud, the optical
depth drops to lower values, reducing the effect of momentum-boost
from IR multiscattering. The time it takes for the radiation to break
from the central source through the cloud is hence crucial and is
much shorter for the L46_smallC simulation than for the larger-
cloud L46_medC or L46_bigC simulations. This gives the photons
in the L46_medC and L46_bigC simulations more time to transfer
momentum to the gas via the trapped photons in the optically thick
gas.
After the radiation has destroyed the encompassing cloud, the gas
from the cloud continues to expand until it reaches the neighbouring
overdensities. Since the clouds distributed within the L46_smallC
simulation are all relatively small, they are rapidly destroyed by
the radiation, and the cloud gas efficiently mixes with the back-
ground gas and fills up tunnels of lower density, quickly creating
smooth isotropic shells of outflowing gas. Clouds in the L46_medC,
and L46_bigC simulations are much bigger, and, at t = 1 Myr,
the shell evolution is less spherically symmetric compared to the
L46_smallC simulation. Additionally, the outflow generated by the
radiation creates a shell of swept-up gas, which is most apparent
in the L46_bigC and also at early times of the L46_medC sim-
ulation, while less dominant for the L46_smallC simulation. In-
deed, the larger the clouds, the more gas mass they contain and the
greater (and hence more apparent) the overdensity of the shell can
become.
3.1.2 Cloud evolution
Fig. 3 illustrates the evolution of the mass-weighted cloud mean
density, temperature, and H II fraction for the different L46 simu-
lations. The lines show the mean values of all gas with metallicity
larger than 0.5 Solar. This picks out the gas originally belonging to
dense clouds, since the gas within clouds is initialized with solar
metallicity, while the diffuse gas outside them is initially metal free.
Looking at the mean density evolution for the three simulations,
we see that the clouds start to disperse right from the beginning,
causing the mean density of the clouds to drop. The decrease in
mean density is similar for the different simulations. With the mean
density of the clouds declining with time, the mean free path of the
IR photons also increases and one therefore expects the IR photons
to scatter less within the gas.
For the L46_medC and L46_bigC simulations, the mean tem-
perature rises within a very short amount of time (∼0.1 Myr) to
104.3–4.5 K, whereas it takes ∼10 Myr for the L46_smallC simula-
tion to reach similar values. Additionally, the H II fraction of the
clouds also increases with time, with a roughly 30 per cent ionization
fraction for the gas within the clouds at the end of the simulation.
Photoionization proceeds much more slowly for the small cloud
than for the more massive clouds.
As seen in Fig. 2, the early evolution of the density evolution is
sensitive to small-scale inhomogeneities. In the L46_smallC sim-
ulation, the photons manage to quickly destroy the encompassing
cloud and then escape through lower density channels without ef-
ficiently heating, ionizing, and pushing the higher density gas. For
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Figure 2. Slices of the gas density for the L46_smallC simulations (top row), L46_medC simulations (middle row), and for the L46_bigC simulations (bottom
row). The different columns show different times as labelled. The galaxies are shown both face-on (upper portion of rows) and edge-on (bottom portion of
rows). The galaxy is destroyed by radiation, and a large-scale radiatively driven wind is generated. While in the smallC simulation the wave induced by the
radiation expands almost uniformly in the xy-plane, this is not the case for the medC and bigC simulations where the outflow escapes via tunnels of low density.
The red square overplotted at the 0 Myr plot for the bigC simulation corresponds to the zoomed-in region of Figs 4 and 5, whereas the red square in the medC
simulation corresponds to the zoomed-in region in Fig. 8.
the bigger cloud simulations, on the other hand, the radiation is
trapped for longer within the encompassing cloud, leading to the
photons to interact with the higher density gas. On long time-scales,
the radiation has smoothed out the inhomogeneities, and hence the
evolution of the mean temperature and ionization fraction is similar
for all the cloud masses, and converges to the same values since the
total masses are the same.
Fig. 4 shows a close-up of a slice of the gas density, gas temper-
ature, H II fraction, and velocity from the L46_bigC simulation as
indicated by the red square in Fig. 2. The position of the quasar is
just outside the zoomed-in slice, on the right-hand side. Fig. 5 dis-
plays the time evolution of the radiation fluxes in two wavebands:
IR and optical + UV, for the L46_bigC simulation in the same
zoomed-in region as in Fig. 4.
At the start of the simulation (left-hand panels of Figs 4 and 5), the
gas is in a fractal two-phase medium, with a cold, fully neutral, high-
density component and a hot, fully ionized low-density component,
with both components at rest.
At 0.1 Myr, the IR photons have already penetrated the whole
cloud. Where the IR photon flux is high, the dense gas has already
started moving outwards as indicated by the moderate velocities
(10–50 km s−1) on the right edge of the zoomed-in region. During
this early stage, the gas in the high IR flux region is already at higher
temperatures than the rest of the gas within the cloud (second panel
of the second row of Fig. 5) but has not yet shock-heated to very
high temperatures. Given the moderate temperatures well below
dust destruction, the cloud is not yet transparent and the IR photons
multiscatter within it, giving a boosted push from the inside-out. At
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Figure 3. Evolution of the mean density (top), temperature (middle), and
H II fraction (bottom) of the clouds as a function of time for the L46_smallC
(blue), L46_medC (green), and L46_bigC (red) simulations. The lines show
the mass-weighted mean value for the clouds, using only the cells with a
metallicity above a cutoff value of 0.5 Solar (where the maximum and min-
imum metallicities are Solar and zero). The radiation manages to disperse
the clouds, as can be seen by the decreasing mean densities. The mean
temperature as well as ionization fraction increase with time. This lowers
the influence of the radiation as time passes due to the gas being either
transparent and/or ionized.
0.1 Myr, the cloud is still fully neutral as the UV photons do not
penetrate into the cloud (shown in Fig. 5) because the gas is too
dense and UV shielded.
At 1 Myr, the gas has begun to move away from the radiation
source. To guide the eye, we have marked the outflowing gas at
3 Myr with selected contours. The magenta contours at density
4000 H cm−3 mark the shock front. At 1 Myr, the shock front is
still neutral with a temperature of roughly 103 K and is travelling
at a velocity of ∼50 km s−1. Given the mean density of the front
at 1 Myr of ∼4 × 103 H cm−3, the mean free path, 1/(κρ), of IR
photons is only ∼1.8 pc, which indicates the IR radiation is trapped
and multiscattering in this region allowing the IR radiation to ef-
ficiently transfer momentum on to the gas. In the regions where
the gas is dense and the IR flux is high, the temperature of the
gas is also higher compared to the rest of the cloud indicating a
shock. Additionally, in the regions of high IR flux, the IR radi-
ation is mixing the multiphase gas and creating a more uniform
structure.
At the right edge of the cloud, i.e. in the direction of the source,
the diffuse gas is heated up to high temperatures (∼106 K), is fully
ionized, and has a velocity of ∼103 km s−1. When looking at the
photon flux of the different radiation groups (see Fig. 5), we see that,
unlike the IR photons, the UV and optical radiation still does not
deeply penetrate the dense cloud. We will later see in more detail
that the early evolution of dense clouds is clearly dominated by the
IR radiation, whereas the UV radiation plays a more important role
at later times.
When the radiation illuminates dense clouds, the gas is dispersed
starting from the illuminated side, as seen in the density slice at
3 Myr. To guide the eye, we have again marked the outflowing
gas with two selected contours. The magenta contour at density
4 × 103 H cm−3 marks the shock front, while the yellow contour at
density 2.5 H cm−3 marks the outflow tail before the density drops
to the background density. The dispersed gas moves away from the
source at a velocity of ∼50–150 km s−1 and has a temperature of
around ∼105 K. The gas flowing away from the dispersed cloud
still has only a marginally smaller density than the cloud, but is
smoothed out by the IR radiation. A large portion of the outflow
behind the density ridge (magenta contour) is fully ionized, whereas
the cold cloud preceding the outflow is still neutral (see also Fig. 3).
As seen in Fig. 5, the UV radiation has only just reached into the
tail edge of the outflowing gas (yellow contour), started to ionize
the gas from the outside and heat it via photoionization, and hence
push it further from the back end. The rest of the gas is thus ionized
via collisional ionization. We will see in Section 3.1.3 that gas is
accelerated by the radiation pressure from the UV photons and by
photoionization heating, but UV photons contribute mostly to the
overall radiatively driven wind once they are reprocessed in the IR.
The gas reaches temperatures of around ∼105 K and velocities up
to 500 km s−1 beside the neutral gas, but still within the smooth
outflowing gas from the clouds (left from the yellow contour in
Fig. 4). In the regions where the gas mixed with the background
gas (right from the yellow contour), the gas reaches temperatures
up to 106.5 K and velocities of up to 1000 km s−1. At t = 3 Myr, the
cloud size with a mean density of ∼103 H cm−3 is now comparable
to the mean free path of the IR radiation, ∼30 pc, causing the IR
flux, and thus the influence of the IR photons, to decrease.
In summary, we find that for smaller, more fragmented clouds
encompassing the radiation source, the radiation has a tendency to
escape, and hence it is less efficient at heating and ionizing the
gas compared to larger and more coherent surrounding structures
which efficiently trap the radiation. Focusing on a single cloud
close to (but separated from) the source of radiation, we see that
the IR efficiently penetrates the cloud and pushes from the inside-
out, smoothing out inhomogeneities, while the UV (and optical)
radiation cannot penetrate and acts more by pushing on and heating
into the side of the cloud.
3.1.3 Velocity evolution
Fig. 6 shows mass-weighted velocity–density diagrams and
velocity–temperature diagrams for the L46_medC simulation at dif-
ferent times (1, 3, and 7 Myr from left to right). Three regions
can be highlighted in the velocity–density diagram. At low densi-
ties, there is a range of velocities in distinct intervals. In light of
Fig. 4, we see that the low-density gas far from the source is not
accelerated while that closer to the source is already accelerated
close to 103 km s−1. At the highest densities, some of the gas has
low to moderate velocities up to 100 km s−1. Again, comparing to
Fig. 4, the almost zero velocity gas is on the far side of the source
and has not yet been accelerated. And finally, in the mid-density
range (between 6 and 150 H cm−3) diagonal stripes of mass of
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Figure 4. Slices of the gas density (top row), temperature (second to top row), ionization fraction (second to bottom row), and velocity field (bottom row) for
a slice of a zoomed region in the L46_bigC simulation. The position of the zoomed-in region is marked by a red square in Fig. 2. To guide the eye, selected
density contours are overplotted at 1 and 3 Myr. At 1 Myr, the magenta contour denotes a density of 4000 H cm−3. At 3 Myr, the magenta and yellow contours
show densities of 4 × 103 H cm−3 and 2.5 H cm−3, respectively. The radiation pushes the gas from the outside and disperses the outer region of the cloud. The
dispersed gas moves at a speed of ∼100 km s−1 and is heated to a temperature of 104–5 K.
∼104 M arise due to the dispersion of the fast-moving high-
density gas to lower densities. Because of the dispersion and mix-
ing with the background at rest, the dispersed gas also slows down
building the diagonal stripes observed.
The highest velocity gas (tip of the velocity–density diagram)
shows an anticorrelation with density. This corresponds to gas near
the source, where the radiation from the source disperses the clouds
to lower densities, which reach the highest velocities. Lower den-
sity gas is moved earlier by the outflow created by the photon–gas
interaction, whereas it takes longer for high-density gas to reach
the same velocities. The high-density gas eventually also reaches
high velocities resulting in the whole cloud to move, which leads to
the destruction of the whole disc. Comparing the velocity–density
diagrams at different times, we see that at earlier times, gas at
high densities has faster velocities than at later times, which is
caused by several factors. First, the outflow front reaching an over-
density must decelerate while interacting with the gas from the
cloud. Secondly, as we already have seen above, the high-density
regions are dispersed, leading to lower densities and higher veloc-
ities as seen at 7 Myr. Finally, the flux of photons decreases with
distance from the source, and late times correspond to clouds far-
ther away from the central source, which receive a smaller flux of
photons.
The mass-weighted temperature versus velocity evolution shows
that the radiation accelerates the cold and dense gas that expands
further into a more diffuse and broader wind. Then, an increasing
amount of gas reaches higher temperatures, resulting in a high-mass
fraction of high-speed hot gas at the end of the simulation. At later
times, the dense and cold gas has lower velocities than at earlier
times, as it corresponds to more distant clouds receiving a lower
photon flux. The hot (T > 105 K) gas is optically thin because it is
fully ionized and the dust is destroyed in it. Therefore, the bulk of
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Figure 5. Slices of the IR (top row) and optical + UV (bottom row) radiation flux (over all directions) as a function of time for the same zoomed region as
in Fig. 4 for the same (L46_bigC) simulation. Here the UV flux is the sum of the flux from the individual photon groups UV1, UV2, and UV3. The IR flux
is computed by considering both the streaming and trapped contributions to the IR energy density. The same density contours as in Fig. 4 are overplotted to
guide the eye. While the IR radiation is completely penetrating the cloud after ≤0.1 Myr, the column density of the cloud is too high for the optical and UV
radiation to penetrate the overdensity of the cloud.
Figure 6. Top: mass-weighted velocity versus density for the L46_medC simulation. Bottom: mass-weighted velocity versus temperature for the L46_medC
simulation. The points are coloured by the total mass within each 2D-histogram cell. The different columns show different times as labeled. The dense cold
gas is accelerated by the radiation, expands and results in a broad, diffuse, and fast wind. The highest velocity for the dense gas is lower at late times, since it
corresponds to more distant clouds receiving a lower photon flux. The fastest velocities are reached for gas with temperature below dust destruction.
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Figure 7. Mass outflow rate as a function of radius for three different
times 1, 3, and 7 Myr from top to bottom (same time as those used in
Fig. 6) for the L46 simulations. The radiation causes the gas to move out of
the galaxy, reaching mass outflow rates of up to 500–1200 M yr−1 after
7 Myr depending on the cloud encompassing the source. The outflow rate is
larger the bigger the encompassing cloud because the radiation is trapped for
longer within the big clouds and hence has longer time to impart momentum
on to the gas.
the high-velocity gas (v > 100 km s−1) corresponds to intermediate
values of temperature of a few 104 K.
We have measured the velocities of the gas for the two other
simulations (not shown here), and they have a very similar evolution.
The main difference is in the intermediate density (1–100 H cm−3)
and temperature (103–105 K) range, where the gas velocity is higher
with increasing cloud size around the source: 100–500, 100–600,
and 200–1000 km s−1 for the smallC, medC, and bigC simulations,
respectively. A similar relationship between velocity and density of
outflowing gas is seen in kinetic feedback simulations (e.g. Wagner
et al. 2013; Mukherjee et al. 2016).
We now measure the mass outflow rate with
Ṁgas =
—
ρ v · r̂ dS =
∑
i∈shell
mi vi · r̂ i S
V
, (6)
by considering only the outward flow (cells with vi · r̂ i > 0) across
a spherical shell of radius r, where i denotes the index of a cell
within the spherical shell of surface S and volume V. Finally, r̂ i is
the unit vector of the cell with velocity vi . Here, we adopt a shell of
thickness 0.25 kpc. Fig. 7 shows the mass outflow rate as a function
of radius for the L46 simulations measured at different times. The
radiation pressure causes the gas to move out, reaching outflow rates
of up to 500 to 2400 M yr−1 depending on the initial cloud setup.
The mass outflow rate is always larger the bigger the encompassing
cloud around the source, due to the radiation being trapped for
longer within the large clouds. The values of the mass outflow rates
of 1000–2000 M yr−1 measured in the largest cloud simulation
at t ≥ 3 Myr as well as the high velocities of ∼1000 km s−1 are
close to those measured by Tombesi et al. (2015). As already stated
above, the collapse time of the cloud encompassing the source is
∼4 Myr, which hence dynamically influences the mass outflow of
the galaxy, at least towards the end of the simulation. Thus, our
predictions of the mass outflow rates are optimistic and have to be
tested with simulations including gravity. We leave this to future
work.
3.2 Effects of different photon groups on the cloud evolution
To better determine the specific contribution of each photon group,
we have performed simulations of the same density distribu-
tion and quasar luminosity for the medium cloud size simulation
(L46_medC) where we excluded certain photon groups. The density,
temperature, H II fraction, and velocity maps of these simulations at
5 Myr can be seen in Fig. 8. The position of the quasar source, at the
coordinate origin, is at the top-right corner of the images. In the top
row, all the photon groups are included. In the middle row, the IR
radiation is excluded, and in the bottom row only the IR radiation
is included (i.e. the UV groups and optical are excluded).
Comparing the different rows in Fig. 8, we see that each photon
group contributes to dispersing the dense gas, but the IR contribution
dominates as the outflow is clearly more advanced in the IR-only
run than in the run with only UV and optical. However, even if the
IR photons are most important in the gas dispersion, the effect of
the UV radiation is non-negligible.
Comparing the middle row with the bottom row of Fig. 8, we
see that the main difference between the effects of IR and UV +
optical photons is that the IR radiation plays the role of smoothing
out the dense gas, especially the regions which the UV and optical
radiation cannot reach. When not including the IR photons, the
cloud structure is maintained with a similar multiphase state to that
of the initial conditions. Generally, the UV photons only manage to
disperse and ionize the gas at the shock front and do not as efficiently
mix and disperse the gas of the cloud with that of the background,
but instead push the overdense gas by direct radiation pressure and
photoionization. The inability of UV photons in efficiently mixing
the multiphase gas is most apparent when looking at the temperature
(and velocity) structure.
With only the IR radiation included, the gas of the cloud is much
more mixed with the background gas creating a more uniform den-
sity structure at the shock front. This arises because the IR photons
are isotropically pushing the gas from the inside of the clouds and
are, thus, responsible for the smoothing of the multiphase density
distribution and the puffing-up of the clouds.
Comparing the temperature slices of the rows, we observe that
when the UV photons are included, the temperature of the smoothed
gas with densities of ∼100 H cm−3 and fully ionized is higher, due
to the photoionization heating and extra momentum input. We also
see that the increased velocity in the simulation incorporating all
photon groups is due to the combined contribution of all these
photon groups. As expected, the ionization front is more advanced
when both the UV (+ optical) and IR photons are included compared
to when only the IR radiation is included in the simulation.
Looking at the velocity maps from the different simulations at
5 Myr, we see that when the IR radiation is excluded, only the
ionized hot gas (104–106.5 K) moves with large velocities ranging
from 100 to 1000 km s−1. However, with the IR photons, the neutral
gas is also moving with a velocity of up to 100 km s−1, where the gas
is warm (104 K), and 10 km s−1, where the gas is cold (<102 K).
The IR photons are, hence, capable of moving the dense, neutral
gas, which the UV and optical radiation cannot reach due to the
high optical depth of the cloud. We see that when all photon groups
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Figure 8. Zoomed-in slices of a cloud region in the L46_medC simulation (red square of the middle row in Fig. 2) at 5 Myr, showing, from left to right, maps
of density, temperature, H II fraction, and velocity. The source is at the coordinate origin at the top-right corner each image. The different rows show the same
simulation with different photon groups included, with, from top to bottom: all photon groups (UV + Opt + IR), excluding the IR photons (UV + Opt), and
finally including only the IR photons (IR). The dispersion of the cloud is driven by a complicated interplay between the IR and UV radiation. At early times,
the dominant contribution is however the IR radiation.
are included, the wind, driven from the central region, collides with
the external parts due to the UV photon heating and contributes to
driving the wind on large scales.
Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the total momentum for the same
simulations (L46_medC) as shown in Fig. 8: including all photon
groups (solid green line), excluding contribution from IR photons
(solid light blue line). Additionally shown is a simulation only in-
cluding the UV photons (solid dark blue line). The dashed lines
show Lgroup/ct, where t is measured as the time passed since the
beginning of the simulation and Lgroup is the luminosity in the used
photon group bands used in the corresponding simulation (indi-
cated with the same colour). The ratio between the solid and dashed
lines shows how much the corresponding photon groups boost the
amount of momentum transferred to the gas. Hence, the IR pho-
tons are capable of strongly boosting the momentum transfer due
to multiscattering. The UV photons indirectly transfer momentum
to the gas via photoionization heating and with this additionally
boost the momentum transfer, however not as strongly as the IR
photons. Comparing the simulations that use the different photon
groups shows that the inclusion of the IR photons to the optical
and UV photons produces a greater momentum boost than in the
simulation with only the UV and optical groups, especially at early
times. This shows that the main effect of the UV and optical pho-
tons on the momentum comes from the dust-absorbed photons that
are reprocessed into IR radiation and then additionally boost the
momentum transfer on to the gas via multiscattering.
The small difference between the total momentum of the simu-
lation including only the UV photons and the simulation including
the optical as well as UV photons confirms that the optical photons
have a non-negligible impact on the evolution of the gas, since it
doubles its total momentum (the fraction of energy in the optical
band is the same than in the UV). Obviously, the contribution of all
the photon groups is required to achieve the full momentum (solid
green line).
3.3 Efficiency of the photon–gas coupling
In order to quantify the efficiency with which the radiation couples
to the gas and transfers momentum to it, we define the mechanical
advantage as the ratio between the momentum input rate ṗ and the
instantaneous momentum from the radiation source given by L/c,
where L is the bolometric luminosity of the source. We calculate
the instantaneous momentum injection to the gas as ṗ = (pN −
pN−1)/	tN , with pN the total gas momentum at one given snapshot
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Figure 9. Evolution of the total momentum for simulations where the con-
tribution of different photon groups are included: IR only (red lines), UV
only (dark blue lines), UV and optical (light blue lines), and all groups
(green lines). For the simulations, the exact same initial conditions as for
the L46_medC simulation, with all the photon groups included (solid green
line), are used. The dashed lines show (Lgroup/c) t, where t is the time elapsed
since the start of the simulations and Lgroup is the luminosity in the photon
group bands used in the simulation with the same colour. Through multiple
scatterings on the dust, the IR radiation imparts many times a momentum
Lgroup/c on to the gas, thus greatly boosting the total momentum trans-
ferred to the gas. The main contribution to the total momentum from the
UV and optical photons comes from the reprocessed UV photons into IR
photons that then multiscatter and impart a momentum boost on to the gas.
Photoionization heating has a small but non-negligible effect. Finally, the
optical photons give a small contribution to the momentum.
of the simulation, and 	tN the time interval between two snapshots.
As shown in Fig. 1, ∼80 per cent of the total bolometric luminosity
is covered by the photon groups used in the simulations (recall that
we do not cover the hard X-ray band). A mechanical advantage
above unity occurs when the photons boost the momentum transfer
between the radiation and the gas. This can happen when, the IR
photons are multiply scattered, as well as by photoionization heating
and subsequent shock formation. The reason we used the bolometric
momentum in this calculation is because it is consistent with subgrid
models of BH feedback in the literature (e.g. Debuhr et al. 2011;
Barai et al. 2014; Choi et al. 2014; Costa et al. 2014; Zubovas &
Nayakshin 2014; Hopkins et al. 2016).
Fig. 10 displays the evolution of the mechanical advantage for
the L46_smallC, L46_medC, and L46_bigC simulations. For all
the simulations, the mechanical advantage decreases with time.
However, the magnitude of the mechanical advantage is not the
same for the three different cloud size simulations, in particular in
the early stages. The efficiency of the momentum transfer for the
L46_smallC, L46_medC, and L46_bigC simulations is bigger, the
larger the cloud encompassing the source of radiation. Because it
takes more time to destroy larger clouds, the photons are trapped
and scatter for a longer time. Indeed, a bigger encompassing region
around the quasar results in larger the momentum boost from the
radiation. For all the simulations, the radiation carves, right from the
beginning, a hole into the centre of the galaxy, through which the
radiation can escape (Fig. 2). This causes the mechanical advantage
to decrease with time as the photons injected by the source are more
likely to escape the system without scattering. We see that the optical
depth (or cloud size) plays a very important factor in the evolution
of the mechanical advantage. In addition, dust destruction in hot
gas can play a role in suppressing the amount of momentum passed
from radiation to gas. We have seen in Section 3.1.2, and especially
Figure 10. Evolution of the mechanical advantage (momentum input rate
ṗ over L/c, where L is bolometric luminosity) as a function of time for the
L46 simulations. The mechanical advantage is above unity until 10 Myr, it
is larger the bigger the encompassing cloud, and it decreases with time. For
the medC and bigC simulations, the mechanical advantage starts decreasing
before the central cloud is fully destroyed as the efficiency of the momentum
transfer is already less efficient once the radiation manages to carve a hole
into the centre of the galaxy.
in Fig. 3, that the gas is quickly heated to high temperatures for the
L46_medC and L46_bigC simulations whereas it takes longer for
the L46_smallC gas to reach similarly high temperatures. It leads
us to the conclusion that dust destruction has more influence for the
bigger cloud simulations compared to the L46_smallC simulation.
However, as we will see in Section 3.4, this effect is not as important
as the effect of the cloud size and gas density surrounding the source.
3.4 Evolution of the optical depth
For a better understanding of the mechanical advantage from the
radiation and the efficiency of photon–gas coupling, we measure
the optical depth through the disc for the quasar IR radiation as
a function of time for the L46_smallC, L46_medC, and L46_bigC
simulations. The IR optical depth is defined as
τIR =
∫
ρ κIR dl =
∑
i∈LOS
ρi κIR(Ti, Zi) 	li, (7)
where the opacity κ IR, function of temperature and metallicity, is
given in equation (5), l is the line-of-sight (LOS) coordinate, and
where ρ i, Ti, and Zi are, respectively, the density, temperature, and
metallicity of the cell of index i along the LOS, while 	li is the
length of the LOS through the ith cell.
Fig. 11 shows the evolution of the mean optical depth calculated
over 500 randomly selected LOS, uniformly sampling a sphere from
the centre of the disc, where the quasar source is located, up to a
distance of 1.5 kpc.
At the beginning of the simulation, the optical depth calculated
over the central cloud is ∼0.8 times that of the optical depth calcu-
lated over the whole disc for L46_medC and L46_bigC, while it is
0.1 that of the disc for L46_smallC. Once the radiation carves a hole
into the central cloud, the optical depth calculated over the cloud
drops to zero. This happens later for bigger encompassing clouds.
Note that at 10 Myr, the mean optical depths from the source for the
three simulations converge to the same value of τ IR  4.
As discussed above, there are two important phases for the IR
radiation. First, the radiation is trapped within an optically thick
region of the central cloud and imparts momentum on to the gas,
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Figure 11. Left: evolution of the optical depth τ IR as a function of time for the L46_smallC, L46_medC, and L46_bigC simulations. The lines show the mean
values of the optical depth calculated by sampling the sphere along 500 different lines of sight, over the galaxy disc (up to 1.5 kpc, solid lines) or over the
central cloud using a radius corresponding to the largest fractal structure within the respective simulation box (see Table 2, dashed lines). The shaded areas
show the ±1 σ distribution of the optical depth over the galaxy. The mean optical depth of the three simulations depends on the cloud size and is larger the
bigger the clouds within the disc. Right: fraction of solid angle over the sphere covered by an optical depth greater than a threshold optical depth τ thres of 0.1
(solid), 1 (dashed), or 10 (dotted). The optical depth is calculated over the whole sphere. The figure shows that with increasingly bigger clouds, the covering
fraction of τ IR > 1 is enhanced at given times and decreases at later times.
which dominates the evolution of the outflow. Once the radiation
has destroyed the central cloud, the IR radiation is only trapped
within the densest regions of the gas. We have seen that the mean
density of the cloud decreases with time, which, in turn, reduces
the optical depth of the gas and hence reduces the influence of the
trapped photons at later stages. Therefore, in this second phase, the
IR radiation plays a less dominant role in pushing the gas out of the
disc. These two phases are clear in Fig. 11: the cloud starts are high
optical depth with little decrease, and then there is a rapid drop.
The optical depths displayed in the left-hand panel of Fig. 11
show considerable scatter, so that much radiation can escape even
when the mean optical depth is high. The right-hand panel of
Fig. 11, the fraction of the solid angle covered with τ IR larger
than a threshold optical depth τ thres is shown. The fraction of the
solid angle covered with τ IR > 1 gives an indication of the trapping
of the IR photons, i.e. their multiple scattering, which in turns gives
an indication of the efficiency of photon to gas coupling.
The general evolution of the optical depth distribution for the
L46_smallC, L46_medC, and L46_bigC simulation helps to under-
stand the evolution of the mechanical advantage. At the start of
the simulations, before the central cloud is destroyed, the optical
depth distributions calculated over the cloud for the L46_medCand
L46_bigC simulations overlap, with mean optical depths of
〈τ IR〉 = 75 and 56 for the L46_bigC and L46_medC simulations,
respectively (left-hand panel). However, the L46_bigC simulation
has more scatter in the optical depth distribution compared to that of
the L46_medC simulation. Additionally, the two simulations have
the same unity fraction of solid angle over the sphere covered by
τ IR larger than unity for the first ∼1 Myr (right-hand panel). The
larger optical depth for the L46_bigC simulation compared with
the L46_medC simulation leads to a larger mechanical advantage
at the start of the simulation. The mean optical depth of the two
simulations decreases with time and they converge after ∼10 Myr.
The mean optical depth at the beginning of the L46_smallC simu-
lation, on the other hand, is much smaller (〈τ IR〉 ∼ 11). Moreover,
the fraction of solid angle around the quasar with τ IR > 1 is at
80 per cent from the start for L46_smallC. Thus, it explains the
small mechanical advantage for the small cloud simulation when
compared to the larger cloud simulations since a significant fraction
(20 per cent) of all possible lines of sights are optically thin.
Indeed, the optical depth around the source is the important fac-
tor in understanding how much momentum from the photons can
be transferred to the gas. However, as we have seen, channels of
optically thin gas can form within the optically thick layers of
gas, reducing the expected amount of momentum that is effectively
transferred to the gas. Following Hopkins et al. (2011), we write the
expected momentum boost as
ṗ = (1 + η τIR) L
c
, (8)
where the factor of η τ IR L/c accounts for the momentum boost
passed on to the gas by the total number of IR scattering events.
Equation (8) includes a dimensionless ad hoc reduction factor η
that accounts for extra sources of momentum (e.g. UV photoheat-
ing, X-ray Compton scattering off the electrons, dust photoelectric
heating increasing η above unity) and inhomogeneities in the gas
(decreasing η below unity). Hence, the reduction factor accounts for
the fraction of expected multiple scattering that effectively happen.
Note that Hopkins et al. (2011, and others) also use the mean optical
depth when defining η.
Given the change in momentum estimated from the simulation,
we can determine the reduction factor η from equation (8), and
this is shown in Fig. 12. The solid lines show the reduction factor
calculated with the mean optical depth within the galaxy (ηgal),
whereas the dashed line show the reduction factor calculated using
the mean optical depth over the central cloud (ηcloud).
For all the three simulations, ηgal starts below unity starting at
∼0.2 for the L46_smallC and L46_medC simulation and ∼0.3 for
the L46_bigC simulation and then decreases slowly with time. On
the other hand, ηcloud starts with a similar value as that of ηgalaxy
for the L46_medC and L46_bigC simulations, whereas ηcloud for
the L46_smallC simulation already starts at a higher value due to
the reduced optical depth over the cloud for this simulation. After
∼1 Myr, ηcloud rises steeply in the L46_medC simulation due to the
optical depth dropping to zero around that time. The two reduction
factors for the L46_bigC simulation evolve very similarly, again
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Figure 12. Evolution of the reduction factor η, providing a measure of the
coupling efficiency of IR photons (see equation 8) as a function of time
for the L46 simulations. The solid and dashed lines show the reduction
factor calculated with the mean optical depth within the galaxy (ηgal) and
within the central cloud (ηcloud). The values of the reduction factor become
unphysical when τ IR falls below values around unity (cloud destruction).
due to the similar behaviour of the optical depth calculated either
over the whole galaxy or the encompassing cloud.
It is important to keep in mind that equation (8) does not hold
when the IR radiation is not trapped anymore and escapes without
multiscattering, i.e. when 〈τ IR〉 < 1, which explains why the value
of η diverges in this regime. This is mostly the case for ηcloud when
the central cloud is destroyed. Our measurements show that, for the
cases where 〈τ IR〉 ≥ 1, the measured mechanical advantage is well
below unity even when the source is placed in a region surrounded
by a large optical depth. It shows that the non-uniform structure
of the ISM and the subsequent building of low-density channels as
well as the building of a hole in the centre of the galaxy has a great
influence in setting the reduction factor.
This is in line with the argumentation by Krumholz & Matzner
(2009) and Krumholz & Thompson (2012, 2013), who use analyti-
cal arguments to show that the effective optical depth can never be
larger than a few, due to the tendency of photons to escape through
lower density channels, even though if the average optical depth
is much larger than unity. Their findings have been challenged by
Davis et al. (2014), who showed that the results highly depend on
the solver used for the radiative transfer. The flux-limited diffu-
sion (FLD) method used in Krumholz & Thompson (2012) and
Krumholz & Thompson (2013) leads to a significantly lower ef-
ficiency in accelerating the gas via radiation pressure than in the
more accurate method (variable Eddington tensor; VET) used by
Davis et al. that showed a stronger acceleration of the gas. Ros-
dahl & Teyssier (2015) showed that the M1 method used in our
simulations lies somewhat between those of FLD and VET. Us-
ing an Implicit Monte Carlo radiation transfer scheme, Tsang &
Milosavljević (2015) find results consistent with Davis et al.,
demonstrating again the importance of accurate radiative transfer
in simulations of radiative feedback.
We have already seen that the initial stage, when the radiation
is trapped within the central cloud, plays a crucial role in the early
acceleration of the gas. We thus expect the IR radiation to be an
important driver of the outflow at early times. However, the large
IR luminosity rapidly destroys the cloud encompassing the source,
which leads to a decrease in the optical depth. This, in turn, shortens
the time the radiation is trapped within the central cloud, where it
can scatter sufficiently to impart a larger momentum boost on to the
gas.
3.5 Effects of the quasar position
As radiatively driven AGN winds are stronger when the source is
embedded within more massive clouds, we expect that the loca-
tion of the source relative to the cloud should also influence the
momentum given to the gas. We have re-simulated the L46_bigC
simulation, changing the underlying density at the position of
the quasar from a high-density environment (L46_bigC simulation
shown before, hereby referred to as maxρQ simulation) to a medium-
density region (medρQ) and to a low-density environment (minρQ).
The regions are chosen such that the average density, calculated
over a region including the direct neighbouring cells, is maximum
(∼8000 H cm−3), around the mean (∼320 H cm−3), and minimum
(∼0.7 H cm−3), respectively. The initial density distribution of the
three different simulations is shown in Fig. 13.
Figure 13. Initial density distribution of the different environments for the quasar with L46_bigC_minρQ (left-hand panel), L46_bigC_medρQ (middle panel),
and L46_bigC_maxρQ (right-hand panel). The quasar position is marked by a red cross at the centre of each image.
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The top panel of Fig. 14 displays the evolution of the mechan-
ical advantage for the three different quasar positions. This figure
indicates that the maximum mechanical advantage reached in the
simulation increases by up to a factor of 10 when the gas density
at the position of the quasar is increased from ∼0.7 H cm−3 to
∼8000 H cm−3.
The middle panel of Fig. 14 shows that the quasar position has
an important effect on the mean IR optical depth, which increases
by a factor of ∼30 with increasing density at the quasar location.
According to the lower panel of Fig. 14, at the start of the simulation,
the fractions of solid angle covered with τ IR > 1 increases from
40 per cent for the low-gas density around the source to 100 per cent
for the run with the high gas density at the source location.
When the quasar is placed within the minimum density envi-
ronment, the mean optical depth is initially at 〈τ IR〉 ∼ 3, but the
solid angle covered by an optical depth larger than τ IR = 1 is only
∼30 per cent, and ∼60 per cent of the IR photons have τ IR < 0.1.
A significant fraction of the photons can hence free-stream out of
the disc via optically thin channels and multiscattering is negligi-
ble. The mechanical advantage is at roughly unity for the first few
0.1 Myr before dropping off. Thus, there is no overall momentum
boost in the beginning, but since a fraction of the radiation escapes
freely without interactions, another fraction of the radiation must
give a boosted momentum to the gas.
With the quasar placed at an intermediate density, ∼80 per cent
of the solid angle around the source initially has τ IR > 1, but
a non-negligible fraction of ∼15 per cent of lines of sight have
τ IR < 0.1 and hence are more or less free-streaming channels.
In this setup, the mechanical advantage is intermediate between
the two other cases, starting at ∼3, steadily dropping, and going
below unity after about 1 Myr. Thus, the probability of the photons
scattering more than once is much smaller when the local density
around the quasar is intermediate compared to when it has the largest
value. The environment of the source determines the optical depth
around the quasar, which influences the amount of momentum the
photons can impart on to the gas. If the source is already in an
environment where the covering fraction for τ IR > 1 is small, the
mechanical advantage is much smaller than when the source is in
an environment with a large optical depth and the covering fraction
for τ IR > 1 is higher.
3.6 Comparison between different luminosities
We now study the effect of the quasar luminosity on the mechan-
ical advantage. We compare four simulations, using two different
quasar luminosities, L = 1043 and 1046 erg s−1 (the L43 and L46
simulations, respectively), and two different quasar locations: in-
termediate and high gas density around the source, for the largest
cloud size simulation.
The top panel of Fig. 15 shows the mechanical advantage of the
four simulations as a function of time. For a given density at the
quasar location, the mechanical advantage at early times (0.1 Myr)
has similar values for the two different luminosities. However, in
the higher luminosity case it peaks and drops sooner than in the
lower luminosity case.
The reason for the higher mechanical advantage in the low-
luminosity simulations is that the time it takes for the L46 source to
disperse the encompassing cloud and to carve a hole into the centre
of the disc is shorter than for the L43 source. This is clear when com-
paring the evolution of the optical depth for low and high luminosity
(middle panel of Fig. 15). The optical depth decreases faster with
the high-luminosity quasar than with the lower luminosity one. In-
Figure 14. Top: evolution of the mechanical advantage for the L46_bigC
simulations, where the position of the quasar within the density field has been
varied. The labels max, mean, and min stand for the quasar position within
the environment of maximum, mean and minimum density, respectively.
Middle: evolution of the mean galaxy optical depth τ IR with the one ±σ
standard deviation (shaded areas). Bottom: fractions of solid angle over the
sphere covered with τ IR larger than a threshold optical depth τ thres. We
see that the environment of the luminous source has a strong effect on the
maximum boost gained by the photons.
deed, with the lower luminosity quasar, the radiation has thus more
time during which the surrounding cloud is intact and the radiation
multiscatters inside it. On the other hand, with a more luminous
source, the surrounding cloud is more quickly dispersed, allowing
the photons to escape, and giving a lower mechanical advantage.
It is important to stress that the mechanical advantage is de-
fined as the fraction of the momentum change over the total bolo-
metric momentum, where the use of the bolometric momentum is
consistent with subgrid models of BH feedback in the literature
(e.g. Costa et al. 2014; Zubovas & Nayakshin 2014; Hopkins et al.
2016). Hence, even though the mechanical advantage is higher for
the lower luminosity source, the total momentum at ∼1 Myr for
the high-luminosity source is 82 M km s−1 (7.8 M km s−1) and
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Figure 15. Top: evolution of the mechanical advantage for low and
high quasar luminosities, respectively, L = 1043 erg s−1 (L43) and L =
1046 erg s−1 (L46), and two different local gas densities (see Fig. 13). Mid-
dle: evolution of the mean IR optical depth with the ±1 σ standard deviation
(shaded areas for L46 simulations, hatched areas for L43 simulations). Bot-
tom: evolution of the reduction factor η. The mechanical advantage for the
lower luminosity simulation is higher than that of the higher luminosity
simulation with a larger value of η. The higher luminosity leads to a faster
destruction of the central cloud compared to the lower luminosity, leaving
less time for the radiation to impart its momentum to the gas.
with this ∼210 (∼360) times higher than the total momentum in the
low-luminosity quasar simulation, with the quasar placed in both
simulations in a maximum (medium) density environment.
The reduction factor η starts between 0.1 and 0.3 for the sim-
ulations with the bright quasar and is roughly twice as great in
the simulations with the faint quasar (bottom panel Fig. 15). The
higher reduction factor for lower luminosities is not only caused by
the higher mechanical advantage for the low-luminosity simulation,
but is also a consequence of the different distributions of the optical
depth. The mean and lower error bound of the optical depth distri-
bution of the high quasar luminosity simulation reaches much lower
values than the corresponding values in the low quasar luminosity
run. Hence, while the high quasar luminosity run produces a rapidly
evolving outflow, with low-density channels that arise, in the low-
luminosity run the gas has more time to mix with the surrounding
gas, leading to a smoother outflow, with no low-density channels
arising. Therefore, a larger fraction of photons manage to escape
through lower density channels for the higher luminosity simulation
that then in turn lowers the reduction factor.
In summary, we find that the mechanical advantage is higher
for lower luminosities because the radiation manages to destroy
the encompassing cloud faster if the source is more luminous. The
reduction factor starts in a similar range (0.1–0.3) for the two differ-
ent luminosities, but then reaches highest values for the simulation
with low luminosity and quasar placed in a maximum density en-
vironment. The reason for the higher reduction factor for lower
luminosities is that in the high-luminosity run the radiation causes
the formation of low-density tunnels that are not formed in the lower
luminosity simulation due to the slower propagation of the wind.
A larger amount of low-density tunnels lead to a smaller efficiency
of the momentum transfer between the radiation and the gas and
hence a smaller reduction factor for the higher luminosity simula-
tion. However, the amount of momentum gained still scales with
the luminosity of the source.
4 D I SCUSSI ON
While our simulations are well suited for studying the interactions
between radiation and gas, they come with caveats. We now discuss
the shortcomings of our simulations and possible implications and
changes when taking them into account.
First of all, including gravity in our simulations could have dif-
ferent, possibly opposing, effects. The first effect is that gravity may
slow down the propagation of the outflows, as the gravitational po-
tential will make it harder for the gas to escape the galaxy, which in
turn would decrease the mass outflow rate out of the galaxy. How-
ever, part of the outflow reaches velocities up to 1000 km s−1, which
is fast enough for the gas to escape the central encompassing cloud
and even escape out of the massive halo. The escape velocity out of
the largest encompassing cloud of mean density of ∼100 H cm−3
and radius ∼1.5 kpc is ∼450 km s−1. The cloud collapse time, on the
other hand, is ∼9 Myr. Since the outflow velocities of 1000 km s−1
are greater than the escape velocity out of the cloud and are reached
on a faster time-scale (≤5 Myr) than the free-fall time of the central
cloud, it is reasonable to assume that the central cloud indeed gets
destroyed and that the outflow progresses further out of the galaxy.
Within the disc, the influence of gravity is less clear. In our
simulation, radiation is capable of carving a hole in the central
regions of the galaxy. In reality, part of the gas displaced by the
radiation (that displaced vertically above the now rotating disc)
would likely fall back to the centre, which would enhance the optical
depth around the BH and thus could help to boost the momentum
transfer from the radiation for a longer time than observed in our
simulations.
With the inclusion of radiative cooling, in addition to gravity, the
collapse of massive clouds would be enhanced, leading to a larger
cloud mass of smaller size. This would likely strengthen the matter–
radiation coupling due to the larger optical depths of the clouds.
However, radiative cooling (in combination with gravity) could also
lead to a fragmentation of the massive clouds (by reducing the Jeans
length) and thus speed up the formation of lower density channels
through which the radiation would escape.
In addition, our simulations explore the effect of a steady, uniform
quasar, located at the centre of the galaxy. Actual BHs radiate with
a luminosity that is proportional to their accretion rate, and hence
their luminosities are not steady. Once the radiation manages to
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carve a hole in the central regions of the galaxy, the luminosity of
the quasar should drop to lower values hence decreasing the amount
of momentum transferred to the gas.
The interplay between the effect of gravity and the changing lu-
minosity of the quasar naturally leads to a self-regulating feedback
cycle, where AGN activity pushes the gas out of the central regions
of the galaxy leading to starvation of the BH, shutdown of radia-
tive emission, and subsequent fall-back of the gas on to the BH.
Furthermore, for gas-rich galaxies, the ISM gas is multiphase and
filamentary, with dense star-forming clouds that can reach and feed
the BH, which certainly leads to bursty and chaotic accretion (see
e.g. Ciotti & Ostriker 2012, for a review). For groups and clusters,
Gaspari, Ruszkowski & Oh (2013) argue that the combination of
cooling and thermal instability, induced by BH feedback, causes
the cold gas to collapse and decouple from the hot gas, leading
to cold and chaotic BH accretion. In addition, simulations have
shown that anisotropic thermal conduction enhances the formation
of cold filamentary gas along magnetic field lines (e.g. Lecoanet,
Parrish & Quataert 2012; Sharma et al. 2012). Nevertheless, since
conductivity scales steeply with temperature (to the power 2.5),
this mechanism that may be relevant to the atmosphere of galaxy
clusters likely plays a minor role, if any, at the lower temperatures
of the ISM.
The inclusion of gravity, cooling, (chaotic) accretion, the time
variability of the quasar luminosity, as well as thermal conduction,
increases the complexity of the non-linear interplay between the
radiation and the gas, and we defer this study to future work.
Finally, it is still under debate whether an outflow driven by
radiation from the BH may also lead to a (local) enhancement of star
formation due to the compression of the clouds and the subsequent
formation of more stars. We have neglected the formation of stars
and stellar feedback in our simulations. Stars generally form in
dense, cold gas regions. Removing gas mass from the galaxy is
thought to negatively impact the formation of stars. As deduced in
observations (e.g. Cresci et al. 2015), it may also be plausible that the
compression of the gas during a burst of quasar activity also triggers
star formation. Such a positive feedback effect has been shown for
the non-radiative modes of AGN feedback (Gaibler et al. 2012;
Zubovas et al. 2013; Bieri et al. 2015, 2016) and has been discussed
for the radiative mode of AGN feedback by Ciotti & Ostriker (2007),
who argue that AGN feedback can in fact trigger star formation in
the central regions of galaxies. We defer to future work a deeper
discussion of the possibility of triggered star formation due to quasar
feedback.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
Quasar-driven winds are powered by complex interactions between
radiation and gas. In most recent state-of-the-art HD cosmological
simulations (but also in HD simulations of isolated disc galax-
ies), quasar feedback is approximated by depositing thermal energy
within the resolution element, where the efficiency of the radiation–
gas coupling is represented by a single parameter chosen to match
global observations such as the BH mass–bulge velocity dispersion
(Ferrarese & Merritt 2000). Additionally, there is no consensus from
these simulations on whether these AGN winds are momentum con-
serving or energy conserving, although recent observations favour
energy-conserving winds from the nuclear accretion disc (Feruglio
et al. 2015; Tombesi et al. 2015). Generally we refer to the out-
flow as energy conserving if the radiation is capable of efficiently
boosting the momentum transfer between the photons and the gas
(i.e. ṗ  L/c), and to momentum conserving if the amount of mo-
mentum transferred to the gas is similar to the momentum flux of
photons provided by the source (i.e. ṗ ≈ L/c).
Given the likely importance of AGN feedback in the evolution of
massive galaxies and the increasing amount of radio galaxy obser-
vations – e.g. from the Low-Frequency Array, the Australian Square
Kilometer Array Pathfinder, as well the Atacama Large Millime-
ter Array, which promise to provide us a better view of the ISM
properties in these galaxies – it is time to improve our theoretical
understanding of the mechanisms that drive the momentum and
energy transfer from the photons to the ISM in order to properly
quantify the role of AGN feedback in the evolution of galaxies.
We have performed idealized galactic disc RHD simulations to
study the coupling of photons with the highly multiphase galac-
tic gas using different cloud sizes. In the simulations, the emis-
sion, absorption, and propagation of photons and their interaction
with the gas via photoionization, momentum transfer, and absorp-
tion/scattering on dust, is followed self-consistently.
We find that radiation from a bright quasar is capable of driving
a powerful wind, with multiscattering IR photons playing the dom-
inant role, especially at early times. The UV and optical photons
never manage to reach the high-density regions of clouds due to the
large optical depths. Therefore, the UV and optical photons exert
their direct push to the clouds from outside. Some of the UV and
optical radiation is dust absorbed and reprocessed into IR radiation
that can propagate much deeper into the dense gas. This reprocessed
IR radiation is the most significant contribution of the higher energy
radiation to the total momentum of the gas (see Fig. 9).
The mass outflow rates as well as the velocity reached by the
galactic wind depend on the structure of the ISM (and luminos-
ity of the source). Larger clouds have greater IR optical depths,
hence longer time during which IR photons are trapped within and
scatter multiple times. This first phase plays a crucial role in the
early acceleration of the gas. Once the radiation has destroyed the
central encompassing cloud, the IR radiation can stream out of the
galaxy through low-density regions, decreasing the efficiency of the
momentum transfer from the photons to the gas.
Both the outflow rates of ∼500 to 1000 M yr−1 and high ve-
locities of ∼1000 km s−1 that we measured in our simulations with
a large encompassing cloud around the quasar are close to those
observed by Tombesi et al. (2015) and Feruglio et al. (2015). This
agreement favours winds that appear as energy driven, which in
our case are actually radiatively driven. But as mentioned above,
our measured outflow rates are optimistic predictions as we did not
include gravity in our simulations.
The mechanical advantage, defined as the ratio of the imparted
momentum rate ṗ and L/c, decreases with time, from ∼3 to 30 at
the beginning of the simulation to unity after ∼10 Myr, thanks to the
decreasing efficiency of the photon–gas coupling. This mechanical
advantage largely depends on the size of the encompassing cloud
as well as the position of the quasar (and the quasar luminosity). It
varies by a factor of 10, depending on the size of the encompass-
ing cloud (50 pc to 1.5 kpc) used in our simulations, with the IR
optical depths ranging from τ IR = 10 to 100. The position of the
quasar plays an important role in setting the amount of momentum
transferred from the photons to the gas, where the mechanical ad-
vantage changes by a factor of 50, depending on whether the source
is buried within the cloud or illuminating it from the outside. Thus,
the IR optical depth τ IR (i.e. the cloud size and mass) around the
quasar is the most important criterion in determining the momentum
injection rate at a given quasar luminosity.
The reduction factor η = [ṗ/(L/c) − 1]/τIR is an empirical es-
timate that accounts for extra sources of momentum (e.g. UV
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photoionization heating, X-ray Compton scattering off the elec-
trons, dust photoelectric heating, etc.) and inhomogeneities in the
gas. The measured reduction factor never reaches values of unity,
showing that the mechanical advantage never reaches values as high
as τ IR. The non-uniform structure of the ISM and the formation
of low-density channels is responsible in setting this low value of
η = 0.2–0.3, that decreases significantly once the most central cloud
starts breaking up and becomes optically thin. Thus, the number of
scattering events of IR photons is roughly one quarter of the IR
optical depth.
The radiation emitted by the central quasar destroys the cloud
encompassing the source, which leads to a rapid decrease in the op-
tical depth and reduction factor. We demonstrated that the destruc-
tion time is shorter for larger luminosities, which leads to a smaller
mechanical advantage. Additionally, the fast evolution of the wind
in the high-luminosity simulation leads to the formation of low-
density channels leading to a smaller efficiency of the radiation–gas
coupling. For the low-luminosity simulation, on the other hand, the
evolution is slower which leaves the gas more time with to mix with
the surrounding gas and thus leads to a smaller amount of optically
thin gas. This in turn leads to a higher reduction factor for the lower
luminosity simulation. Nonetheless, large luminosities are required
to obtain radiatively driven quasar winds with fast velocities and
high-mass outflow rates.
In the future, this study will be extended to AGN radiation within
self-regulated turbulent discs including gravity, gas cooling, star
formation, stellar feedback, and a model for dust creation and
destruction.
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APPENDIX A : EFFECT OF DIFFERENT SPEED
O F L I G H T A P P ROX I M ATI O N S
With the explicit M1 scheme that we use for the transport of radia-
tion between grid cells, the RHD timestep is limited by the speed of
Figure A1. Convergence test of the mechanical advantage for the lower
resolution L46_medC_medρQ simulation using different values for the re-
duced speed of light cred, whose default value is 0.2 c in our simulations.
Convergence occurs for cred ≥ 0.2 c.
light, since the solver breaks down if radiation is allowed to travel
more than one cell width in one timestep. We thus use the RSLA
(Gnedin & Abel 2001), with a fiducial light speed of cred = 0.2 c in
this work.
To understand how much our reduced speed of light af-
fects our results, we have run lower resolution equivalents to
L46_medC_medρQ with a spatial resolution of 	x = 11.6 pc (as
opposed to fiducial resolution of 	x = 5.8 pc used in the rest of the
paper), and where we adopt different values for the reduced speed
of light cred. The evolution of the mechanical advantage, shown in
Fig. A1, indicates that the choice of cred has a significant effect on
the mechanical advantage, especially at the beginning of the simu-
lation. In fact, the mechanical advantage can increase by an order
of magnitude, at early times (0.1 Myr), if the reduced speed of light
fraction is increased from cred = 0.005 to unity. Yet, this increase
is very limited when changing from cred = 0.2 c (as in our study)
to c. After ∼2 Myr, when the radiation has managed to carve a
hole through which it escapes, all runs converge towards the same
momentum input rate.
We conclude that our results regarding the mechanical advantage
are not significantly altered by the reduced speed of light to 0.2 c
and that our results are thus well converged. In a forthcoming paper
(Bieri et al., in preparation), we will discuss in more detail the
measured reduction factor and its dependence on the reduced speed
of light.
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